
TOP 10 TOOL WINNERS
CVC Online Catalog
Our website features the CVC Online Catalog. Distributor Finder 
and New Products sections are updated weekly. Experience 
a video factory tour and keep up to date with converter news 
and technical bulletin releases. Our 2021 award-winning printed 
catalog will 
release soon.

SONNAX Tool Shop
We heard you! Some Sonnax tools have been hard to get, and 
the prices were too high. With distributor partners built the 
Sonnax Tool Shop – 70+ popular F-tool and vacuum testing 
products.
■  The MSRP you see is the price you pay at 

all participating distributors
■  1-2 Day delivery in the U.S. or Canada
In stock and at new, lower prices, now’s 
the perfect time to expand or refresh your 
collection of reaming, bore-sizing and 
vacuum test tools. 

SONNAX 
REVAMPED VALVE BODY LAYOUTS
With 40+ layouts to choose from, its quick and easy to determine 
what’s available for the valve body you’re working on. Each layout::
■  Exploded view location guide for individual valve trains
■  Symptoms and recommended solutions for quality rebuilds
■  Provides active links to view specific part details
■  Lists tools/fixtures required for 

part installation
■    Illustrates part orientation and a 

fresh, new look catagorized by 
symptoms.

WIT TRANSMISSION PARTS 
Automatic and Standard Transmission Parts 
Catalogs
Whatever It Takes Automatic Transmission Parts Catalogs 
features fully exploded views of 158 transmissions, both foreign 
and domestic, including CVT’s. Our 
Standard Transmission Catalog includes 
standard transmissions and transfer 
cases. These catalogs are all available to 
download to your computer straight from 
our website. Visit www.wittrans.com and 
click on the Catalogs Tab.

SONNAX  
GM 6T70/75 (Gen. 1 & 2) / 6T80 (Gen. 2) Tool Kit
Sonnax tool kit #124740-TL40 contains the exact tools you need 
for installing Sonnax oversized actuator feed accumulator piston 
kits #124740-40K (fits 
GM Gen. 1 6T70/75 
units), and #124740-
65K (fits GM Gen. 2 
6T70/75/80 units). Now 
available at a new lower 
MSRP from the Sonnax 
Tool Shop!

WIT TRANSMISSION PARTS 
6L80/6L90 3-5/Reverse Drum Check Tool
The 6L80/6L90 3-5/Reverse Drum Check Tool (# T45555-
LEAK). This tool allows you to air check the weld on the drum for 
cracks. It is made of billet aluminum 
and includes a set of sealing rings. 
Visit www.wittrans.com or call 800.-
940.0197 for more information.

SUPERIOR TRANSMISSION PARTS 
GM 6T70/75 & FORD 6F50/55 
DETERMINATOR PLATE
In-car testing of main case to determine integrity of clutch 
packs/rings/sealing areas and isolate a bad TECHM/VB from 
the internals. When a defect is determined in a specific internal 
component you’re able to identify & correct it quickly. Use 
(#K0141) as a diagnosis aide during 
re-build to determine problems on 
the bench before installation. Handy 
when no codes are present and you’re 
“chasing your tail.”

LUBEGARD
OEM ATF & CONVERSION CHART
The Lubegard OEM ATF & Conversion Chart identifies the factory 
fill fluid for automatic transmissions. It shows which Lubegard 
additives to use to fix shifting problems and identifies multiple 
options for OEM fluid alternatives 
as well as the correct Lubegard 
ATF, CVT, or DCT fluid to use for 
each transmission application. 
The conversion chart can be 
found online or in the mobile app.

SUPERIOR TRANSMISSION PARTS 
SUPERIOR’S 6F35/6T40 SUPERTUFF® 
SOLUTION
The K0100 Kit includes a high-quality, 3-piece tool set designed 
for quick removal of the worn bushing and 
an indexed re-installation of the SuperTuff 
bushings. The two-sided driver head also 
serves as the driver to install the included seal 
made of better-than-OEM materials. Kit includes 
(5) axle seals and (5) original K099 SuperTuff 
Teflon bushings. Order K0199 ’14-up 6F35  
LATE type separately (not included in K0100).  

Transtar Industries 
transend
transend is the industry’s 
leading parts lookup and 
ordering software, allowing 
users to search for high-
quality products by vehicle 
year/make/model/engine, 
VIN, and license plate 
number. Registration for an 
account is free.


